
THE 2023 SPIRITUAL TEACHING TOOLS  
ALIGNED WITH THE 2023 READING 

THE IFA COLLEGE COURSE 
The Fundamentals of Internal Ifa  Module 1 

This course is designed to provide fundamental notions for embracing a 
methodology of awakening the Ori. 


You will learn about the importance of the Ori in the Ifa Tradition, 
its various components, and how they relate to your life and 


the process of spiritual evolution. 




We will also explore Important notions regarding the esoteric anatomy 
of the human being and its relationship to the spiritual path. 


This course will be both theoretical and practical. 

The purpose is to introduce the necessary theory which prepares you for 
receiving an initiation into an esoteric technique for awakening the Ori. 


This special initiation offers a path towards the direct discovery of the mysteries 
of the Ori and is a foundational meditative practice for spiritual awakening. 


Many of the later teachings and techniques offered in the modules of Internal Ifa 
will use the initiation received in this course as a starting point. 


This course will be taught live by Oluwo Ifakayode via zoom. $150

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/A-COURSE-FUNDAMENTALS-OF-

INTERNAL-IFA-p758.html


A NEW YEAR READING WITH IYANIFA VASSA 

OduIfa, Iyanifa Vassa has 
opened the opportunity for a 
personal Year Reading threaded 
together with the Oracle cast by 
the Ifa Foundation for 2023.  Set 
aside the time for this. The 
specifics for your particular 
situation will be revealed and you 
will have direct access to the 
answers.  A date can be 
set up by contacting Iyanifa 
Vassa directly through the order 
placed here. You will hear back 
shortly for the setting of the date. 
$125. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/A-NEW-
YEAR-READING-WITH-IYANIFA-VASSA-p759.html
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An  Esu Ogun Locket

Strengthen Ogun connection through Esu & 
Osain. Infused in the ase of 2023's divine 
blueprints Odu's...the sacred herbal 
essence...prayers of intention and ancestral earth 
elements at the Sacred Orisa Gardens of Ola 
Olu!  

Increase your personal vibration levels as you 
work with this sacred teaching tool...clearing 
obstacles & removing veils as well.

Elevate what your soul wants to experience as 
your destiny here. Synchronize harmony with your heart space and balance your 
innerverse. Created inside a cowrie shell locket (approximately 2.5") which will fit 
inside your pocket.Feel free to travel with your Esu Ogun and set it up where ever 
you are.This is also a wonderful gift to offer someone you dearly love.

$155 complete with certificate of authenticity; a prayer and instructions.

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-ESU-OGUN-LOCKET-p738.html

An Ogun Nourishing Necklace 

Wearing this will support your daily techniques 
and enhance nurturing your energetic signature.

This spiral creates a way into your innerverse. 
Feel a pleasant protection to be heart-safe 
and able to create with more elevating 
frequencies.  
Created with the elements of silver cowries 
with accents of tiger eye cylindrical beads…
with a real ammonite with a silver banding

pendant. Hold the ammonite in your hand to 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-ESU-OGUN-LOCKET-p738.html


strengthen you connections as you go into 

your innerverse

Infused with the sacred Odu’s of 2023 and the Ogun & Onile Orisa garden 
ceremonies.

This is also a meaningful gift to offer someone you dearly love.


$111 complete with certificate of authenticity; prayer and instructions.

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/An-Ogun-Nourishing-
Necklace-p739.html


AN OGUN BREAKTHROUGH WAND

Each wand is created with nature 
elements blessed in the Sacred Orisa 
Gardens of the Mothers. 

The elements on each wand are 
bamboo, Black Kyanite and a Bone 
carved tusk wrapped with beautiful 
young pheasant feathers! 

The intention behind this hand-held tool 
is to have the holder shift their consciousness where they have felt 
emotions such as stuckness; weakness; confusion; fearful and an 
overwhelming sense breaking down. This wand is taken through rituals 
inside specific Orisa gardens that are connected with the Mother energies. 
The natural materials will absorb the frequencies as the prayers of intention 
are said with your name. 
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As you  hold your wand and move it across your entire body...beginning 
with your Ori...you will begin feeling a lifting of energy that no longer serves 
you.  The Black Kyanite stone will breakup stuck energy. 

After you do the rituals of clearing...you can then hold your wand and feel 
this renewed energy of connection with your core strengths.  A 
reconnection and reboot! 

The wand is about 16" long. 

Be sure to include your full name at birth and the name you go by now as 
well as your birthdate when you place your order This is a great gift to give 
to someone you love as well. $133.00 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-OGUN-BREAKTHROUGH-
WAND-p737.html 

INFUSIONS FOR CONNECTION 
Create activations that stimulate! 
Tap into your artistic abilities holding 
your oiled up brush and paint the life you 
want to live…using these sacred 
combinations. 

The Ogun Infusion will energize you…
activate your mind and stimulate your 
nervous system to be ready to build 
whatever your heart desires. 

Omo Ogun, Iyanifa Ifalola is so deeply 
connected to the sacred Mothers and the 

divine essences of her ancestors and the plant-world. 
Iyanifa Ifalola has been birthing Infusions in combination with her 
connections with the Oracle and all of the Ifa matrices. 
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Everyone combination she creates for each of the Orisa has deep 
consideration and integrity.  From each of the ingredients…to the bases 
she has been directed by the divine Mother’s to use. 

Each Infusion becomes transformed through sacred rituals with specific 
intention. 

I use these on all the spiritual teaching tools I create and for my own 
spiritual practice. 

I go into a deep meditative state with brush in hand…dipping into my bottle 
as I share my gratitude and prayers of intention. 
I know that whatever these oils touch…transformation will take place. 

$50 per each & includes the brush. 
https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/INFUSIONS-FOR-
CONNECTION-p740.html 

AN ESU OSAIN WITH BIRD 

“Perspective / Intuition / Healing” 

Ground into the plant world 
intelligence for healing and 
harmonizing. 

Create openings for more access for 
your knowingness.  

Elevate what your soul wants to 
experience as your destiny here. 

Synchronize harmony to heal yourself 
from the inside out.  $300 complete with certificate of authenticity; a prayer and 
instructions.  https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-ESU-OSAIN-
WITH-BIRD-p741.html
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AN OSAIN NECKLACE
 “Infuse / Harmonize / Visualize” 

Encircle your Ori with infused frequencies for opening up 
your “seeing & sensing abilities”.

This necklace will strengthen connections for healing.  

You will also sense a feeling of protection energy around 
you.

As you enter into your Ifa-ing techniques wearing your 
sacred teaching tool...your awareness will be greater and 

you will attract from an elevated space.

Created from painted clay beads with accents of eyes…and a pewter pendant in a bird wing 
shape.

Infused from within the sacred Orisa gardens plant-world and the sacred Ifalola essences.

$133  complete with certificate of authenticity & prayer.

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-OSAIN-NECKLACE-p742.html

AN INFUSION FOR OSAIN
Tap into your artistic abilities holding your 
oiled up brush and paint the life you want to 
live…using these sacred combinations. 

The Ogun Infusion will energize you…
activate your mind and stimulate your 
nervous system to be ready to build 
whatever your heart desires. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-OSAIN-NECKLACE-p742.html


Omo Ogun, Iyanifa Ifalola is so deeply connected to the sacred Mothers 
and the divine essences of her ancestors and the plant-world. 

Iyanifa Ifalola has been birthing Infusions in combination with her 
connections with the Oracle and all of the Ifa matrices. 

Everyone combination she creates for each of the Orisa has deep 
consideration and integrity.  From each of the ingredients…to the bases 
she has been directed by the divine Mother’s to use. 

Each Infusion becomes transformed through sacred rituals with specific 
intention. 

I use these on all the spiritual teaching tools I create and for my own 
spiritual practice. 

I go into a deep meditative state with brush in hand…dipping into my bottle 
as I share my gratitude and prayers of intention. 

I know that whatever these oils touch…transformation will take place. 

$50 per each & includes the brush. 
https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-INFUSION-FOR-OSAIN-
p743.html 

AN ORI KEY NECKLACE 
“Awaken your Ori”

 Encircle your Ori with infused frequencies for 
connecting with the destiny your soul wants to 
experience. 

Tap into the knowingness that you hold the key 
that unlocks all that is your divinity. 

Liberate and feel connection to your purest 
inheritance. 

Initiate freedom. 
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Created will raw clay beads kept in natural finish...with accents of amethyst stone 
beads.  The pendant is a bronze miniature lock and key. 

Infused with your name from within the sacred Orisa gardens Ori shrine...as well as the 
sacred Ifalola essences! 

$100  complete with certificate of authenticity & prayer 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-ORI-KEY-NECKLACE-p744.html 

AN ORI ALTAR 
Ori is key.   Experiencing 
yourself and all that you are 
truly capable of....and how to 
navigate the way into these 
blessings. 

The infused Lapis Ori wand... 
in your hands, up to your 
heart...will deliver you into a 
connection space that will be 
very free-ing. 

As you work with your target 
and your triangle...you will notice transformation taking place. 

Know thyself.  Nurture yourself. Your inner vision will become deepened as 
you work with your Ori altar. 

Infused inside the Sacred Orisa Ori Garden along with the essence oils by 
Iyanifa Ifalola and Iyanifa Vassa!  $88. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-ORI-ALTAR-p745.html 
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AN INFUSION FOR ORI 

As I connect with this Ori 
infusion...emotions of great beauty 
encircle me.  I feel like I am centering 
myself as I about to travel inside to 
some where quite exciting!!! 

I have also seen visions of fields of 
flowers blowing in the gentle breeze. 

This infusion will definitely create a 
clearing effect and prepare you for 

awakening your Ori. 

Omo Ogun, Iyanifa Ifalola is so deeply connected to the sacred Mothers 
and the divine essences of her ancestors and the plant-world. 

Iyanifa Ifalola has been birthing Infusions in combination with her 
connections with the Oracle and all of the Ifa matrices. 

Everyone combination she creates for each of the Orisa has deep 
consideration and integrity.  From each of the ingredients…to the bases 
she has been directed by the divine Mother’s to use.  

Each Infusion becomes transformed through sacred rituals with specific 
intention. 

I use these on all the spiritual teaching tools I create and for my own 
spiritual practice. 

I go into a deep meditative state with brush in hand…dipping into my bottle 
as I share my gratitude and prayers of intention. 

I know that whatever these oils touch…transformation will take place. 

$50 per each & includes the brush.  
https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-INFUSION-FOR-ORI-p751.html 
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AN ESU OBATALA 
 “CRYSTALIZE - ILLUMINATE - VISION” 

Open into deeper connection to your divine 
source as you bring this powerful matrix into your 
Ori. 

Use this infused energized spiritual teaching tool 
to create more inner balance...more peace of 
mind and more mental abundance. 

See life more clearly as you free your 
headspace..freeing the veils of obscurity! 

Created for each person individually by Ogun, Iyanifa Vassa, Olufadeke...(spiritual 
toolmaker with over 25 years of experience). 

Provide us with your full name at birth, birthdate and your Mother's maiden name. 

Your Esu Obatala will enter the sacred Orisa Gardens, Ola Olu...into both the Esu and 
Obatala Shrines for a series of rituals.  

Each hand-built so there will be slight variations from this photo.  All of the same 
elements will be used. 

$211  Certificate of Authenticity along with full write up and prayer. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-ESU-OBATALA-p746.html 
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AN OBATALA NECKLACE 
“ILLUMINATE YOUR MIND" 

Create a state of being that aligns your life to be 
lived in synchronicity. 

Manage your thoughts...forming a protective 
shield from the negative thinking. 

Feel connected to a life of more ease and 
grace. 

Created with Crystal and stone beads with 
silver accents and a geometric cut of a 
translucent triangle. 

Infused into the sacred Obatala shrine inside the Sacred Orisa Gardens. 

Cultivate your mindset to your vision! 

$80.00  Included with your Certificate of Authenticity is the Obatala prayer. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-OBATALA-NECKLACE-p748.html 

AN INFUSION OF OBATALA 
“QUIET THE MIND” 

When I work with this powerful Obatala Infusion...My 
whole being feels a sense of peacefulness... 

Tap into your artistic abilities holding your 
oiled up brush and paint the life you want to 
live…using these sacred combinations.  

The Obatala Infusion will energize thoughts…
activate your mind and harmonize your 
nervous system to be ready to build whatever 
your heart desires. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-OBATALA-NECKLACE-p748.html


Omo Ogun, Iyanifa Ifalola is so deeply connected to the sacred Mothers 
and the divine essences of her ancestors and the plant-world. 

Iyanifa Ifalola has been birthing Infusions in combination with her 
connections with the Oracle and all of the Ifa matrices. 

Every combination she creates for each of the Orisa has deep 
consideration and integrity.  From each of the ingredients…to the bases 
she has been directed by the divine Mother’s to use.  

Each Infusion becomes transformed through sacred rituals with specific 
intention. 

I use these on all the spiritual teaching tools I create and for my own 
spiritual practice. 

I go into a deep meditative state with brush in hand…dipping into my bottle 
as I share my gratitude and prayers of intention. 

I know that whatever these oils touch…transformation will take place. 
$50 per each & includes the brush.  
https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-INFUSION-FOR-OBATALA-p749.html 

AN ILLUMINATING MEDITATION SNAIL 

“ACTIVATE YOUR INNERVERSE”

This magical rainbow crystal snail (1.5") is sitting on a 
sandblasted pedestal (3") of rotating light ...with a sprinkle 
of selenite on top. 

The soft gentle glow of transforming colors soothes 
you...and as you spend a focused amount of time in front 
of this meditation altar... 

You will sense your emotions calm into a flowing state of peace. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-INFUSION-FOR-OBATALA-p749.html


This really brings your Ori into another state...where you can see your visions for what 
your soul wants to experience while here.   A great gift too.  So unique! 

This could be your main Obatala altar piece or anywhere you chose to become 
connected to the divine.  Infused with Obatala energy and essences. 

$120 for all the pieces..  Obatala prayers will be included. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-ILLUMINATING-MEDITATION-SNAIL-
p750.html 

AN OBATALA CLEAR WAND
THIS IS A TOOL EVERYONE SHOULD 
REALLY HAVE AND USE DAILY. 

We are magnets out there collecting all 
day, everyday. 

This handheld hand-carved selenite knife 
wand is so handy.  You can bring this 
with you...clear away any stuck energy 
around you...You can use it for clearing a 
room; your car; your friends and your 
family members! 

You can also use it as an empowerment wand. 

REMOVE WHAT NO LONGER SERVES YOU. 

END THINGS. Allow yourself to move freely...without all the past 
attachments. 

Use it as an EMPOWERMENT wand as well.  Infused with Obatala energy. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR HOW TO USE THIS WAND WILL BE INCLUDED. 

$111 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-OBATALA-CLEARING-
WAND-p747.html 
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A SANGO NECKLACE
“IGNITE YOUR STRATEGIC MIND” 
Wearing one of these super unique necklaces will 
support your Ifa-ing techniques. 

Your senses will open to hear the rhythm of the 
song you came here to sing. 

Feel the freedom to move always in the direction 
of your vision with ease and grace. 

Created from tagua seed beads with citrene and 
silver accents...and a triangular diamond cut 
flame colored pendant. 

Infused in your name inside the sacred Sango 
shrine inside the Sacred Orisa Gardens, Ola Olu. 

Each one is a bit unique to the nature of the organic elements. 

$100  Certificate of Authenticity along with a prayer to Sango will be included. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/A-SANGO-NECKLACE-p752.html 

AN ESU SANGO LOCKET
“OPEN UP YOUR BLUEPRINT”

 SEE what is needed as you open your senses with 
Esu Sango energy. 

Enhance your abilities to become even more 
determined to stay on course and really strengthen 
your character. 

WE have great divine experiences this year for new 
growth especially in building long lasting healthy 
relationships. 

Each locket is a little unique as they are hand-built 
by Omo Ogun, Iyanifa Vassa, Olufadeke...and then taken into the sacred Orisa shrines 
of both Esu and Sango to infuse the intentions of empowerment. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/A-SANGO-NECKLACE-p752.html


There are endless possibilities when you are Ifa-ing.  Be prepared! 

This Esu Sango is about 2.5" and able to be carried inside your pocket. 

Take it with you whereever you go. 

Enjoy the teachings as you work with it...quite amazing! 

$155  Certificate of Authenticity along with the instructions, prayers and offering ideas 
are included. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-ESU-SANGO-LOCKET-p753.html 

A STAFF FOR SANGO
“PREPARE FOR CHANGE”

Created by Nigerian carvers and imported to 
the Ifa Foundation. 

A stunning Sango tool...with accents of red and 
white stone beads. 

Holding your Sango staff adds so much 
support to your Ifa-ing techniques. 

Connecting with Sango through empowerment 
energy is strong.   

This is a huge year of sudden changes...we 
want to create some of them where necessary 

and for those that are coming from our outerverse...it is best to be ready. 

Navigating our daily thoughts with greater control is part of this journey of 2023. Allow 
yourself to add this connection to nourish you along the way. 

$166  Certificate of Authenticity along with prayers and instructions will be included. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/A-STAFF-FOR-SANGO-p754.html 
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A SANGO HORSETAIL WAND 
“CLEAR THE WAY” 

 The wands we get from Nigeria are by far the 
best!  The beadwork is impeccable and the quality 
of the tail is GREAT! 
WE NEED TO CLEAR...ALL THE 
TIME...OURSELVES...OUR SPACES...OUR 
FAMILIES...OUR FRIENDS! 

We are going to open new opportunities to build 
better relationships that will be so healthy for us in 
the long-term.Tapping into the Sango energy is 
such a dynamic support for us. 

$180  Prayers with instruction for rituals. 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/A-SANGO-HORSETAIL-WAND-p755.html 

AN ANKLET OF SANGO ENERGY 

“ANCHOR TO ELEVATE” 

A great tool for support.   Feeling it on your ankle adds 
something special to your daily plans.

Created with siver cowries and the matching pendant to the 
Sango necklace...

Infused in your name inside the Sacred Orisa Gardens 
Sango Shrine.

$86  Certificate of Authenticity comes along with the 
Sango Prayer.

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-
ANKLET-OF-SANGO-p756.html
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AN INFUSION FOR SANGO

“AWAKEN YOUR PATH FORWARD” 

The Sango Oil is not only infused with the 2023 New 
Year Odu, the scent ignites the frequencies for 
connecting you with a sense of confidence and 
leadership... 

The ingredients are aligned for the intention.  Each 
divined to perfection.  
Omo Ogun, Iyanifa Ifalola is so deeply connected to the 
sacred Mothers and the divine essences of her 
ancestors and the plant-world. 

Iyanifa Ifalola has been birthing Infusions in 
combination with her connections with the Oracle and all of the Ifa 
matrices. 

Everyone combination she creates for each of the Orisa has deep 
consideration and integrity.  From each of the ingredients…to the bases 
she has been directed by the divine Mother’s to use.  
Each Infusion becomes transformed through sacred rituals with specific 
intention. 

I use these on all the spiritual teaching tools I create and for my own 
spiritual practice. 
I go into a deep meditative state with brush in hand…dipping into my bottle 
as I share my gratitude and prayers of intention. 

I know that whatever these oils touch…transformation will take place. 

$50 per each & includes the brush.  
https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-INFUSION-FOR-SANGO-p757.html 

https://spiritualtools.org/2023-Ebbo-s-Tools/AN-INFUSION-FOR-SANGO-p757.html



